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1. Introduction

Acquisition of the inflectional system is an essential part of a child’s first language acquisition. It emerges at an early stage – children typically produce their first inflected forms within the first two years of life (e.g. Slobin 1985a, 1985b). However, for many languages it takes several years before the inflectional system is fully acquired (e.g. Berko 1958; Brown 1973; Bybee 1995). Noun plural (PL) is one of the first inflectional categories to emerge (e.g. Kjærbæk 2013), presumably due to its high frequency in the language input to children and because it is more semantically transparent than for example the past tense inflection of verbs.

Three central issues are important for the understanding of children’s acquisition of morphology, namely: the distributional properties of inflectional morphology; the mechanisms of learning from data; and the developmental patterns and trajectories in child language (Lignos & Yang 2016). Earlier studies have shown that a system that is regular or predictable results in fewer errors committed by the children learning the system than a system with many exceptions (Berman 1986; Maratsos 1983, 1998). Studies have furthermore indicated that factors
such as salience, iconicity, transparency, cue validity, predictability, productivity and frequency play an important role in the acquisition of an inflectional system. **Salience** is the determination of the extent to which a morphological marking is identifiable, more specifically its acoustic prominence (Köpcke 1993: 82; Bittner & Köpcke 2001). **Iconicity** (constructional) refers to the degree to which an inflectional marker is added to a stem vs. modifying the stem, i.e. an inflectional marker is maximally iconic if it is realized in an additive way and minimally iconic if it is realized in a modifying way (Wurzel 1989: 11). **Transparency** concerns to which degree an inflectional form is parsable into its basic units. The **PL-form of car**, namely *cars* (*car+s*), is, for example, more transparent than the **PL-form of foot** which is *feet* (e.g. Albirini 2015). There is morphotactic transparency when the morpheme boundaries coincide with the syllable boundaries. This entails that inflectional morphemes that have a recognizable form (i.e. a form which stays the same across linguistic environments), and which have a fixed position relative to the stem they attach to and a clear function, are easier for children to acquire. It also seems to help if the morphemes are easy to segment from the stem and if the rhythm of the language makes the morphemes perceptually salient (Peters 1997; see section 3.1). Transparency in Danish noun **PL-formation** is addressed by Kjærbæk, dePont Christensen & Basbøll (2014) and Kjærbæk & Basbøll (2015, 2016).1 **Cue validity** is here defined as the frequency with which a particular feature occurs in the category which contrasts with the target category. In the context of English **PL-morphology**, as **PL-endings**, */-z/* has medium and */-iz/* has high cue validity, because there are only a few singular (SG) nouns with stem-final */-z/* and nearly none with stem-final */-iz/*. The remaining **PL-ending */-s/* has relatively low cue validity, because there are relatively many SG nouns in English with stem-final */-s/* (Köpcke 1998). **Predictability** concerns the degree to which a specific **PL-form** can be predicted based on the phonological, semantic, and structural features of its SG stem (e.g. Laaha & Dressler 2012). Predictability in Danish noun **PL-formation** is addressed by Ravid et al. (2008). **Productivity** of an inflectional marker concerns the degree to which it can be extended to foreign words, neologisms etc. (e.g. Dressler 2003; Kjærbæk & Basbøll 2015, 2016; Kjærbæk et al. 2014; see section 3.2).2 Numerous studies present evidence that input **frequency** effects are pervasive in children’s first language acquisition – also with regard to inflectional markers: frequent morphemes seem easier to acquire than infrequent morphemes (e.g. deVilliers 1985; Köpcke 1993; Naigles & Hoff-Ginsberg 1998; Kempe, Brooks, Mironova, Pershukova & Fedorova 2007; Ravid et al. 2008; Xanthos et al. 2011; Ambridge, Kidd, Rowland & Theakston 2015). Studies indicate that children appear to pay more attention to type-freQUENCY than token-freQUENCY, i.e. they are more prone to use inflections that appear on many stems than to use inflections that only appear on few stems – even when tokens of the latter are much more frequent overall (Guillaume 1927; Clark 2016).

Studies on children’s spontaneous speech have shown that even though a child uses one inflection on one noun, it does not mean that the child uses it on other nouns when it is required.

1 Kjærbæk & Basbøll 2016 is a revised and extended version of Kjærbæk & Basbøll 2015, therefore we generally refer to Kjærbæk & Basbøll 2016.

2 According to Basbøll 2005 (351-364, especially 357-363) productivity of suffixes can be defined cross-linguistically, high productivity being a measure for little integration into the stem of a certain suffix.
This could be seen as evidence that young children do not produce language on the basis of general underlying rules and abstract categories (Cameron-Faulkner, Lieven & Tomasello 2003; Lieven, Pine & Baldwin 1997; Theakston, Lieven, Pine & Rowland 2001). Instead it may be that children start by acquiring inflectional morphology as a property of lexical items rather than a property of a syntactic category (Bloom 1991). Tomasello (2003, 2006) argues that children do not use rules in their language production. Instead of a process of putting words/morphemes together following the grammatical rules of the language, children produce language by combining larger chunks which they have heard in their linguistic input. This is supported by Lieven, Behrens, Speares & Tomasello (2003) who argue that a lot of children’s speech production consists of repetitions (with minor variation) of something that has recently occurred in their input.

On the other hand, it is well known from numerous studies that children produce language forms that are not likely to have occurred in their linguistic input. Children have often been reported saying things like *foots instead of feet and *knowed instead of knew. In making these errors children seem to be producing forms they have never heard. This kind of overregularization (where the child adds a regular inflectional marker to an irregularly inflected word) suggests an underlying productive system.

A finding that has received great attention is that children in spontaneous speech produce these overregularizations after they have produced the correct irregular form (e.g. feet and knew), i.e. children appear to get worse before getting better. This has been referred to as a U-shaped curve with three stages: 1) children produce both regular and irregular inflectional forms with very few errors; 2) the error rate appears to increase significantly and the children start to make more and more errors, adding a regular inflectional marker to stems taking an irregular inflectional marker – even to forms which they previously mastered; 3) the error rate slowly decreases, as the children get older, until they produce almost no errors (e.g. Marcus et al. 1992).

Berko (1958) showed that children as young as 4 years old were able to add the correct PL-marker to both conventional and pseudo-nouns (e.g. wug – wug-s) as well as the correct past tense marker to both conventional and pseudo-verbs (e.g. blik – blik-ed). Thereby the children demonstrated that “their linguistic knowledge went beyond the individual words in their vocabularies, and that they had rules of extension that enabled them to inflect the nonsense words” (Gleason 1992: 10, cited in Hoff 2014: 196). The study thus showed evidence for productivity in children’s speech. Studies on 2-year olds, on the other hand, show few signs of productivity in children’s language production (e.g. Tomasello, Akhtar, Dodson & Rekau 1997; Tomasello 2000).

2. Models of processing and acquisition of inflectional morphology

Research on the acquisition of inflectional morphology has been dominated by two conflicting theoretical models: dual-route models and single-route models. Both models appear to provide a tenable explanation for children’s route in their acquisition of the inflectional system of their first language.
According to the dual-route model children memorize irregular forms (e.g. *feet*) but generate the regulars using a rule that applies to all members of the word class (e.g. "add -s"). It is not controversial to claim that children memorize irregular forms, since there does not seem to be any other way to acquire them. The controversy is whether children also produce the regularly inflected forms based on memorization of sound patterns or whether children produce them by applying a rule. According to the dual-route model regular forms are productively generated by rules in a specialized, presumably innate, language module, i.e. we have a rule that applies the regular inflectional marker as the default to new words, regardless of whether they are phonologically similar to old words or not (Berent, Pinker & Shimron 2002; Marcus et al. 1992; Marcus, Brinkman, Clahsen, Wiese & Pinker 1995; Clahsen 1999; Pinker 1999; Sahin, Pinker & Halgren 2006). In the early stage of first language acquisition a rote-learning mechanism stores both regular and irregular forms (the child therefore appears to be using them correctly). This mechanism is later supplemented by a rule-based mechanism, which applies the regular inflectional marker to all members of the category which are not yet stored in the long-term memory - by irregularly inflected words this will result in overregularizations (e.g. *foots* and *knowed*).

The child gradually develops a mature morphological system that contains the two systems: 1) regular forms are inflected by a combinatorial operation that connects the stem with the inflectional marker by an abstract symbolic rule that can be extended to new words; 2) irregular word forms are handled by an associative network based on lexical memory and subregularities of minor patterns (e.g. *drink* - *drank*, *sing* - *sang*) which may cause error forms (e.g. *bring* - *brang*), whose retrieval blocks the application of the rule (e.g. Pinker 1999; Jaeger, Lockwood, Kemmerer, van Valin, Murphy & Khalak 1996).

In contrast, the single-route model relies on one system – associative memory – to account for the production of both regular and irregular forms. In single-route models, instances are entered into a network and the network gradually builds up (a connectionist model). According to single-route models, learning consists of strengthening or weakening connections between units and is thus strongly affected by factors such as salience, similarity, consistency and frequency (McClelland & Patterson 2002). By using learning algorithms, the network captures statistical regularities in the input, and eventually the system can generalize automatically to regular as well as irregular (new) forms that resemble forms it already knows since the same mechanism computes predictable and unpredictable forms (Plunkett & Marchman 1991, 1993; Rumelhart & McClelland 1986).

Bybee (1985, 1988, 1991) has proposed a continuum of schemata extending from irregular to regular morphology. The advantage of such a schema model is that it eliminates the strict division between the grammar on the one hand, which covers regular and/or productive morphology, and the lexicon on the other hand, in which all exceptions to regular and productive processes are stored (Köpcke 1998: 295). Bybee’s model closely resembles a connectionist model (cf. Rumelhart & McClelland 1986; McClelland 1988) since both theories assume that generalizations arise from patterns in an associative network. The schema contains the features most strongly represented (i.e. represented most often) in existing forms in their positions of occurrence. Since the schema resembles a prototype, matching of form to schema works on a family
resemblance basis rather than a categorial basis. Schemas that apply to fewer forms show more
evidence of being tied to the lexicon than a schema that applies to a large number of forms (By-

Natural morphology (Dressler, Mayrthaler, Panagl & Wurzel 1987; Mayerthaler 1981;
Wurzel 1984/1989) and cognitive morphology as represented by the schema model (Bybee
1985, 1988; Köpcke 1993) are based on the assumption that speakers subject competing mor-
phological forms to a qualitative evaluation with respect to their symbolizing capacity. The speaker
evaluates which of the available inflectional markers best represents the grammatical content
to be encoded. Cognitive morphology stresses the signaling capacity of the symbolization, as
determined by the perceptual criteria salience, iconicity, cue validity and type/token frequency.

Dual-route models and single-route models deviate with regard to frequency and regularity.
With regard to frequency, dual-route models posit that only irregular forms are memorized, i.e.
listed in the lexicon – not regular forms. This means that the frequency of the regular PL-forms
should have no effect on the acquisition of the noun PL-system. According to single-route mod-
els, on the other hand, there will be an effect of the frequency of both the regular and the irreg-
ular PL-forms because both the regular and the irregular forms are listed in the mental lexicon
and thereby affect the construction of the network.

Frequency and regularity do not always coincide. In many languages, as for example Eng-
lish, they do, i.e. the regular patterns (e.g. addition of -s in PL) are more frequent than irregular
patterns (e.g. foot – feet) both with regard to types and tokens. Other languages, however, as for
example German, do not have a clearly dominant PL-marker. The German PL-system primarily
consists of phonologically unrelated PL-allomorphs. Part of the literature in this domain argues
for the -s PL as the default marker (Clahsen 1999) even though the PL-forms with -s-suffix are
neither the first ones to emerge in child language, nor the only ones to be overgeneralized (Laa-
ha, Ravid, Korecky-Kröll, Laaha & Dressler 2006; Ravid et al. 2008). Based on a study on the
acquisition of German PL-marking, Bittner & Köpcke (2001) suggest three developmental phas-
es (though no clear transition from one phase to the other is detected):

Stage 1: use of lexically stored PL-forms
Stage 2: avoidance of PL-marking on the noun
Stage 3: overgeneralization of the Fully Productive PL-marker

Danish is interesting with regard to noun PL-inflection, because where English has one default
PL-suffix -s (regular inflection) and a small number of exceptions (irregular inflection), Dan-
ish – like German – has several competing PL-markers. But unlike German, Danish has a Fully
Productive PL-marker which is also the most frequent PL-marker with regard to lexical frequen-
cy (Basbøll, Kjærbaek & Lambertsen 2011) as well as input frequency – both types and tokens
(e.g. Kjærbaek et al. 2014; Kjærbaek & Basbøll 2016). The present study focuses on competition
between different inflectional markers in relation to children’s acquisition of the Danish noun
PL-system.
The current study examines the acquisition of noun PL in Danish-speaking children. Danish pluralization involves two overt PL-suffixes\(^3\) and what we will here call a zero PL-suffix (-Ø) in addition to a number of stem alternations (stem changes). We here define a PL-marker as the combination of suffix (incl. -Ø) and stem change (incl. no stem change), and PL-markers are indicated by single quotes. Since the Danish PL-suffixes, PL-stem changes and, thus, also PL-markers, have different degrees of salience, iconicity, transparency, predictability, productivity and frequency, the opportunity is provided to trace children’s strategies in acquiring this complex system in the light of current theories of morphological acquisition.

3 The Danish noun plural system

SG indefinite (INDEF) is the basic form of the noun in Danish, i.e. the noun category which has zero as its form throughout. According to an investigation of the Danish noun PL-system in the spoken language (Basbøll et al. 2011), Danish noun PL can be formed in four different ways, departing from the SG form, by:

a) adding an overt PL-suffix (e.g. *bil [biːɻ] ‘car’ – *bil-er [‘biːɻøː] ‘car-s’)

b) changing a phoneme of the stem (e.g. *mand [maːn] ‘man’ – *mænd [men] ‘men’)

c) combining suffix addition and stem change (e.g. *fod [foːd] ‘foot’ – *fodder [‘fødøːr] ‘feet’)

d) changing or adding nothing, viz. PL = SG (e.g. *mus [muːs] ‘mouse’ – mus [muːs] ‘mice’)

There are three relevant PL-suffixes in Danish child language (two overt and one zero suffix):

a) -/ø/ (e.g. *bil [biːɻ] ‘car’ – *bil-er [‘biːɻøː] ‘car-s’)

b) -/ø/ (e.g. *kat [kæd] ‘cat’ – *katt-ø [‘køːda] ‘cat-s’)

c) -Ø (e.g. *mus [muːs] ‘mouse’ – mus [muːs] ‘mice’)

There are seven relevant stem changes (eight when no change is included):

a) Stød addition (e.g. *ballon [baːɻən] ‘baloon’ – *ballon-er [baːɻən-e] ‘baloon-s’)

b) Stød drop (e.g. *hus [huːs] ‘house’ – hus-e [‘huːsə] ‘house-s’)

c) Syncope (e.g. *gaffel [‘ɡafəl] ‘fork’ – gaff-er [gaafə] ‘fork-s’)

d) a-quality change combined with vowel lengthening (e.g. *blad [blaː] ‘leaf’ – blad-e [‘blaːdø] ‘leave-s’)

e) r-insertion (e.g. *finger [‘fŋər] ‘finger’ – *fingr-e [‘fŋŋə] ‘finger-s’)

f) n-insertion (the isolated øje [‘œjə] ‘eye’ – ømø [‘œhøː] ‘eye-s’)

g) Umlaut (e.g. *mand [maːn] ‘man’ – *mænd [men] ‘men’)

---

1 The foreign pl-suffixes -/ø/ and -/ø/ do not occur in child language and they are therefore not considered relevant here (cf. note 7).
2 Danish [b d g] are voiceless, [p k] aspirated and [t] also affricated. This is not rendered in the phonetic transcription here.
3 / ed/ is most often assimilated, resulting in a syllabic [iː] (cf. Basbøll et al. 2011: 95). Since we depart from spoken language, we here use the latter.
4 Plurals with insertion of /t/ has two defensible analyses: 1) -/t/-suffix combined with /t/-insertion and syncope; 2) -Ø-suffix combined with /t/-insertion (cf. Basbøll et al. 2011: 95). Since we depart from spoken language, we here use the latter.
Starting from a detailed analysis of Danish phonology and morpho(phono)nology (including prosodic morphology, based upon Basbøll 2005), Basbøll et al. (2011) identified 23 competing PL-markers, i.e. different combinations of suffixation and stem change. These PL-markers are very different from markers based on orthography as they are used in Danish grammars, even the largest ones (Hansen & Heltoft 2011), and partly also in the largest Danish pronunciation dictionary (Brink, Lund, Heger & Jørgensen 1991). The Danish PL-markers thus consist of a combination of suffix addition (incl. -Ø) and stem change (incl. no change). We consider each PL-marker a single PL-morpheme (although there are other logically possible interpretations; see Basbøll et al. 2011 for a detailed analysis of the Danish noun PL-system).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PL-suffix</th>
<th>All nouns</th>
<th>Percentages of all nouns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-/Ø/</td>
<td>15,370</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-/a/</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>1,458</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-/s/</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-/a/</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-/l/</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17,594</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 1 the -/Ø/-suffix occurs as a PL-suffix in 87% of all Danish nouns. According to Basbøll et al. (2011) about 99% of SG nouns ending in an /Ø/ take the PL-suffix -/Ø/. The same applies to about 90% of SG nouns ending in a non-deletable vowel (all other vowels than /Ø/), about 90% of SG nouns ending in a sonorant consonant, and about 75% of SG nouns ending in an obstruent or a glide. Only about 1% of SG nouns taking the PL-suffix -/Ø/ have phonemic stem change (which is unproductive). The PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) plays a particular role both in the Danish PL-system and in children’s acquisition of the system (see section 8).

3.1 What is a morphological zero?

Following the principles of Basbøll (2005: 352-353, 369; also cf. Basbøll 2009, 2014), we consider a so-called morphological zero as the absence of an overt morpheme. According to this interpretation, there will be no morpheme (inflectional suffix) expressing the SG-form of a noun. In the PL-form of nouns taking the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG; e.g. *mus ‘mouse’ – mus ‘mice’), there will be no overt inflectional suffix expressing the semantic content of PL. In the PL definite (DEF) form of *mus ‘mouse’, which is mus-ene [mu’semə] ‘the mice’, -ene -/sna/ is the fully productive suffix expressing PL&DEF (2005: 358), i.e. a fusion of the categories PL and DEF (the same applies to the type barn-ene [ba’semə] ‘the children’ with Ummlaut, barn [ba’semə] being the PL of barn [ba’semə] ‘child’). The PL INDEF of the type lærer [lә’er] ‘teacher’, viz. PL lærer-e [lә’ere]
‘teachers’, is formed by the fully productive PL-suffix */-e/* (despite the spelling); the PL DEF of such words, which in the SG end in */-e/*, is again a fused form of PL&DEF, but a different one, viz. */-a/ (not the fully productive form we find in mus-e*n). This is, in Basbøll’s analysis, due to a lexical redundancy rule (2005: 437). In some respects, but far from all, this agrees with Heltoft’s reanalysis of the Danish definiteness system (2001) where he outlines the development right from the earliest Indo-European to Modern Danish.

Uncountable nouns, like smør ‘butter’, are in the No PL-category, and there are also nouns with No SG, like penge ‘money’.

We follow a modified version of Basbøll’s (2005) analysis here, accepting -Ø as a (kind of) suffix in morphological categories which in the large majority of cases have non-null suffixes, such as PL of nouns, but not in categories which in general do not have (non-null) suffixes, like SG or INDEF of nouns, and neither do we accept sequences of zero morphemes.

3.2 Three degrees of stem change
Kjærbæk et al. (2014) proposed a scale of three degrees of stem change with different levels of complexity:

1) No Change (transparent)
2) Prosodic Change (partly transparent)
   - stød drop, stød addition, syncope and a-quality/vowel change
3) Phonemic Change (not transparent)
   - Umlaut, r-insertion and n-insertion

An argument for distinguishing prosodic and phonemic stem changes is the following: Grønnum (2007: 43) reports that Danes, when asked to reverse the order of syllables in Mona (a girl’s name) [mo*na], give the reply [na*mo], and not *[na*mo], which suggests that the prosodic frame of the word – including stress pattern and vowel length – is stored separately from the sequence of segmental phonemes. Umlaut is unpredictable in modern Danish, e.g. gås – gæs ‘goose – geese’ is completely isolated. There are a few examples with /a/ – /æ/ (and – ænder ‘duck – ducks’), /ɔ/ – /ø/ (hånd – hænder ‘hand – hands’), /ø/ – /ø/ (fod – fødder ‘foot – feet’). Umlaut is completely unproductive in Danish, whereas Umlaut exhibits some productivity in German (cf. Laaha et al. 2011). There are few examples of r-insertion – some also with Umlaut. Diachronically, Umlaut is being gradually lost and is only kept in frequent morphemes (Basbøll et al. 2011).

3.3 Productivity scale
Kjærbæk et al. (2014) proposed a productivity scale with three degrees, thus productivity is not either present or absent. Productivity is here defined as the ability of the inflectional marker to occur on new words. For the PL-system, this means the ability to add the PL-marker to a new SG-noun in order to create its PL-form. The productivity scale for the Danish PL-markers is:
1) Fully Productive PL-markers
   - involve addition of the PL-suffix */-ø/ without phonemic stem change
2) Semi-Productive PL-markers
   - involve addition of the PL-suffix */-ϓ/ or */-Ø/ without phonemic stem change
3) Unproductive PL-markers
   - involve phonemic stem change or addition of one of the foreign PL-suffixes */-s/", */-a/ and */-i/.

PL-markers involving addition of the PL-suffix */-ø/ without phonemic stem change are Fully Productive. The PL-suffix */-ϓ/ is partly productive. Thus, it has replaced some */-Ø/-s: for example, the SG noun *hus ['hu-]' 'house' had an older monosyllabic PL-form *hus-e ['hu-ːs-'], but now has got a modern disyllabic PL-form *hus-e ['hu-ːs-'] / 'houses'. There is competition between */-ϓ/ and */-ø/ in many regional forms, for example, the SG noun *hæk ['ħæːk-] with the standard PL-form *hække ['ħæːk-ːe-'] 'hedges' is in many dialect forms pronounced ['hæːk-ːe-']; the same goes for the */-Ø/-suffix, for example standard PL *knæ ['knaː-'] 'knees' and *ben ['beːn-'] 'legs', in some dialect forms pronounced ['knaːːn'] and ['beːnə]. The PL-suffix */-øy/ is often reduced (assimilated or deleted), which leads to perceptually difficult SG : PL distinctions as e.g. *hus ['hu-ːs-'] 'house' (stød in the SG-form) vs. *hus-e ['hu-ːs-'] / reduced ['huːːs-'] 'houses' (no stød in the PL-form); and *tov ['tɔːv-'] (no stød in the SG-form) vs. *tov-e ['tɔːv-ːe-'] / reduced ['tɔːv-ː'] (no stød in the PL-form); disyllabicity can thus be manifested by a slight lengthening and/or by a slight tonal or other prosodic change). Thus, in spoken Danish PL-forms are often phonetically identical to, or very close to, the SG-form, i.e. PL-formation is not as natural as claimed by earlier studies based on written language (e.g. Braunmüller 1989; Heltoft 1998). According to Ács, Fenyvesi & Jørgensen (2008) Danish written language upholds a clear structure whereas the spoken language can be characterized as unnatural, referring to the principles of Natural Phonology and Morphology as found in Dressler (1985), for example.

The less distinct pronunciation of SG-forms as e.g. *pige ['piː-'] / less distinct ['piː-'] 'girl', *kage ['kæː(ː)ː-'] / less distinct ['kæː-'] 'cake', *flue ['fluː-'] / less distinct ['fluː-'] 'fly', *lade ['lɔːdə-'] / less distinct ['lɔːdə-'] 'barn', *rive ['riːv-'] / less distinct ['riːv-'] 'rake', *gave ['ɡaeːv-'] / less distinct ['ɡaeːv-'] 'gift', *reje ['ɾeːjə-'] / less distinct ['ɾeːjə-'] 'shrimp' all end in a full vowel, or a neutral vowel other than [ɔ], whereas the distinct pronunciation ends in [a] (Basbøll 2005: 293-322; cf. Ács et al. 2008: 19-23); in such examples the vowel length is vacillating. According to Ács et al. (2008) the PL-formation of the less distinct pronunciation of these SG-forms is more iconic than the PL-formation of the distinct pronunciation of these SG-forms, in the sense that the PL-formation for the reduced form is just additive, whereas for the distinct form, part of the SG-stem (i.e. the final [ɔ]), is replaced by [e] in the PL.

7 The pl-suffixes */-s/, */-ø/ and */-a/ are only found in foreign nouns (except for one Danish example: *høne ['ħøːnə-'] 'hen' — *høn-s ['ħøːn-s-'] 'hens' (collective)) and they are not relevant for (smaller) children. However, */-s/ is expanding due to English loans.

8 Perhaps with a slight difference in syllabicacy, however.
4. Acquisition studies on Danish noun plurals

Danish-speaking children typically produce their first noun PL-forms around their second birthday, but there is still a long way to go before the whole noun PL-system is fully acquired (e.g. Kjærbæk et al. 2014).

Kjærbæk & Basbøll (2016) studied the frequency of the PL-suffixes in naturalistic spontaneous child language input to six Danish-speaking children in the ages of 0;10-3;11 and found that -/ø/ is the most frequent PL-suffix followed by -Ø and -/ʈ/ (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-/ø/</td>
<td>64 %</td>
<td>55 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>31 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-/ʈ/</td>
<td>12 %</td>
<td>10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>96 %</td>
<td>96 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a picture-based elicitation task inspired by Berko (1958), Kjærbæk et al. (2014) asked Danish-speaking children to produce the PL-form of nouns on the basis of their SG-form, and the study showed that Danish-speaking children produce most correct PL-forms of nouns taking the PL-suffix -/ø/ which is the fully productive PL-suffix in Danish – and also the most frequent PL-suffix in the language input to Danish-speaking children as shown in Table 2. But the study also indicates that the PL-suffix -/ø/ is followed rather closely by the PL-suffix -/ʈ/, whereas the PL-suffix -Ø seems to be acquired late compared to the other two suffixes. Please note, however, that nouns taking the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) were not included in the task, i.e. all nouns taking the PL-suffix -Ø in the elicitation task also have phonemic stem change.

Kjærbæk et al. (2014) found clear evidence for a scale of three degrees of stem change with different levels of complexity going from transparent to partly transparent to not transparent. The Danish-speaking children participating in the task produced very few stem errors in the No Change category (transparent), followed by Prosodic Change (partly transparent), and the highest percentage of errors occurred in the Phonemic Change category (not transparent).

Table 3 shows the input frequency of the Danish PL-markers in a corpus of naturalistic spontaneous child language input (the parent’s language production) and output (the child’s language production) divided according to their degree of productivity, as reported in Kjærbæk & Basbøll (2016).
The study found that Fully Productive PL-markers have an input frequency in naturalistic spontaneous speech of 63% (types); Semi-Productive PL-markers have an input frequency of 31% (types), whereas the Unproductive PL-markers have an input frequency of only 6% (types). Kjærbæk et al. (2014) show that in the younger age groups, Danish-speaking children in a picture-based elicitation task produce more correct PL-forms of nouns taking a Fully Productive PL-marker compared to nouns taking a Semi-Productive PL-marker, but the amount of correctly produced PL-forms in the two categories appear to coincide in the older age groups. Unproductive PL-markers have much lower correctness rates in the picture-based elicitation task compared to the other PL-markers. The study furthermore shows that the children produce very few PL-error forms with a wrong stem change and/or wrong suffix. Instead, the children either produce the correct PL-form or produce a form with no overt PL-marker – it appears that the Danish-speaking children produce a form identical to the sg-form as a default when they are not sure how to produce the correct PL-form. It is difficult (if at all possible) to determine whether a child intends to repeat the sg-form given by the investigator or whether the child intends to produce a PL-form, i.e. these forms can either be interpreted as a repetition of the sg-form or as an overgeneralization of the Semi-Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) – this will be discussed in section 8.

Kjær & Basbøll (2016: 681) present a detailed analysis of the PL-error forms produced by children in structured interviews. 19% of all PL-error forms are children producing the Fully Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’, 6% are children producing the Semi-Productive PL-marker ‘://{}/’, whereas 67% of all error forms are children producing a form with no overt PL-marker, i.e. either repetition of the sg-form or overgeneralization of the Semi-Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG). 70% of the forms produced with no overt PL-marker take the Fully Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’ in adult standard pronunciation, i.e. if we interpret these forms produced by the children as overgeneralizations of the Semi-Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’, the overgeneralization goes in the opposite direction of what would be expected if productivity alone is the relevant factor. Out of the rest of the error forms (i.e. the 33% that are not changes to the Semi-Productive marker ‘Ø’), 70% are overgeneralizations of the Fully Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’ (i.e. in the expected direction). There are very few overgeneralizations of an Unproductive PL-marker (taking the PL-suffix -Ø or -/'{}/, both with phonemic stem change) – and never of the Unproductive foreign PL-markers ‘s’, ‘a’ and ‘i’.
5. Hypotheses of the present study

Earlier studies on other languages have shown that overgeneralization errors are characterized by going from less productive PL-markers towards more productive PL-markers (e.g. Laaha et al. 2006), but surprisingly, in a study based on structured interviews, Kjærbaek & Basbøll (2016) showed a different pattern for Danish-speaking children. The study showed that 47% of all error forms went from a Fully Productive to a Semi-Productive PL-marker, 19% went from a Semi-Productive to another Semi-Productive PL-marker – whereas only 20% went from an Unproductive or Semi-Productive PL-marker to a Fully Productive PL-marker. In the present paper, we present similar analyses from a picture-based elicitation task.

In order to learn more about children’s underlying grammatical system, this study investigates which effect the competition between the different PL-markers has in Danish-speaking children’s acquisition of the noun PL-system. The study explores the principles followed by Danish-speaking children when they are to select a PL-marker among several competing PL-markers in a picture-based elicitation task. The children’s error forms are particularly relevant to understand this issue.

We focus on productivity of the PL-marker, and we compare the results with results from other studies on Danish-speaking children’s acquisition of the noun PL-system based on other types of data in order to shed light on the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) – both methodologically and theoretically.

Based upon earlier studies of other languages, we hypothesize that: (a) the general error direction of the PL-error forms goes from Unproductive → Semi-Productive → Fully-Productive PL-markers, as indicated in for example Laaha et al. (2006). However, based upon earlier studies of Danish, we expect that: (b) the Semi-Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) plays a particular role in the Danish noun PL-system and in Danish-speaking children’s PL-formation – as indicated in for example Basbøll et al. (2011); Kjærbaek et al. (2014); and Kjærbaek & Basbøll (2016) – and that this effect can overrule the general hypothesis.

6. Method

6.1 Participants
The sample for the study consisted of 160 children (80 girls, 80 boys) between the ages of 3-10 years from Odense, Denmark. All children were monolingual native speakers of Danish from a middle-to-high socioeconomic background, with no hearing, language, or developmental problems.

6.2 Materials
In order to gain insight into the acquisition of PL-formation in Danish and to gain insight into which principles Danish-speaking children use in order to solve the problem of competing PL-markers, a picture-based elicitation task modeled after the classical Wug-test on both conventional and pseudo-words (Berko 1958) was conducted. The task (with 46 items; only convention-
al nouns) required participants to provide the PL-form of a SG-noun presented by an investigator. This picture-based elicitation task aimed to examine children's ability to inflect SG-nouns in their PL-form under structured experimental context-free conditions and hence required a high degree of meta-linguistic awareness. Since the PL-markers 's', 'a' and 'i' are very rare in child language, they were not included in the task. Furthermore, only items with an overt PL-marker were included, i.e. items with the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) were not included since they are methodologically problematic: when using a classical picture-based elicitation task which consists in eliciting the PL-form of a given SG-noun, it cannot – in the case of the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) – be determined whether a zero form produced by the child is a correctly produced PL-marker ‘Ø’, or simply a repetition of the SG-noun given by the investigator (see also Laaha et al. 2006).

6.3 Procedure
The children were tested orally and individually. The task required participants to provide the PL-form of a SG-noun presented by the investigator in both the oral and the visual mode simultaneously. The SG-noun was presented within a fixed sentence, and with the support of a picture, and participants were asked to complete the fixed sentence frame using the PL-form. For example, the investigator showed a picture of a car and said: *Her er en bil* 'Here is a car'. Then the investigator showed a second picture of two instances of the same object and asked: *Her er to hvad?* 'Here are two what?', and the child’s task was to provide the respective PL-form. Test items were presented in random orders and were preceded by three training items.

The children’s produced forms were coded phonologically with regard to both stem and suffix, and it was therefore possible to compare each child’s produced PL-forms with the adult standard pronunciation of the same forms in order to investigate which principles Danish-speaking children use to solve the problem of competing PL-markers when producing a PL-form (see also Kjærbæk 2013; 2015; Kjærbæk et al. 2014; Kjærbæk & Basbøll 2016; Laaha et al. 2011).

7. Results
The results of the picture-based elicitation task are presented here with focus on the produced PL-error forms (for results on correctly produced PL-forms see Kjærbæk 2013, 2015; Kjærbæk et al. 2014; Kjærbæk & Basbøll 2016).

Table 4 shows the direction of the children’s produced PL-error forms in the elicitation task categorized into degree of productivity, i.e. which PL-marker does the noun take in standard Danish compared to the PL-marker the children produce to create a PL-form.

---

9 The picture-based elicitation task was conducted within the framework of an international research team coordinated by prof. Wolfgang U. Dressler. All decisions taken within the framework were followed (e.g. not including nouns taking the pl-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG)) increasing the possibility of comparison across languages.
The most frequent error patterns are children overgeneralizing a Semi-Productive PL-marker - either instead of an Unproductive PL-marker (27%), a Fully Productive PL-marker (24%) or instead of another Semi-Productive PL-marker (20%), i.e. 71% of all error forms are overgeneralizations of a Semi-Productive PL-marker. The Fully Productive PL-markers are only overgeneralized 23% of the time and the Unproductive PL-markers only 6% of the time.

Table 5 shows the error pattern in the picture-based elicitation task in terms of productivity of the PL-marker - but now adding the information of the PL-suffixes to show a more detailed picture. The error forms are grouped according to degree of productivity and PL-suffix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error direction</th>
<th>Percentage of all errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unproductive → Semi-Productive</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully Productive → Semi-Productive</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Productive → Semi-Productive</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unproductive → Fully Productive</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully Productive → Fully Productive</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Productive → Fully Productive</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unproductive → Unproductive</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully Productive → Unproductive</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Productive → Unproductive</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error direction</th>
<th>Percentage of all error forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fully Productive -/t/ → Fully Productive -/t/</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Productive -/a/ → Fully Productive -/t/</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unproductive -/t/ → Fully Productive -/t/</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unproductive -Ø → Fully Productive -/t/</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully Productive -/t/ → Semi-Productive -/a/</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Productive -/a/ → Semi-Productive -/a/</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unproductive -/t/ → Semi-Productive -/a/</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Looking deeper into the error forms we see that 22% of all error forms are children producing a Semi-Productive PL-marker with the PL-suffix -Ø (i.e. the marker 'Ø' (PL = SG)) instead of a Fully-Productive PL-marker with the PL-suffix -Ø. 20% of all error forms are children producing the Semi-Productive PL-marker 'Ø' (PL = SG) instead of a Semi-Productive PL-marker with the PL-suffix -Ø, and 20% of all error forms are children producing a Semi-Productive PL-marker with the PL-suffix -Ø (PL = SG) instead of an Unproductive PL-marker with the PL-suffix -Ø. Thus, 63% of all the overgeneralizations are in favor of the Semi-Productive PL-marker 'Ø' (PL = SG). We also see that the children sometimes overgeneralize to a PL-marker of the same productivity and with the same PL-suffix, i.e. they produce another stem (change) (6%). The children rarely overgeneralize the PL-suffix -Ø (6%).

Table 6 shows the direction of the PL-error forms in the picture-based elicitation task categorized according to degree of productivity of the PL-marker and with specification of the PL-suffix – but exclusively focusing on the attractor of the overgeneralization, viz. the right-hand side of this substitution, i.e., differences purely in categories of stem change within the three main types (No Change, Prosodic Change, Phonemic Change; see section 3.1) are ignored; this leads to small differences in percentages when compared to Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error direction</th>
<th>Percentage of all error forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>→ Fully Productive -Ø/</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ Semi-Productive -Ø/</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ Semi-Productive 'Ø' (PL = SG)</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 6, we see that 23% of all error forms in the task are children producing the Fully Productive PL-marker 'Ø', 6% are children producing the Semi-Productive PL-marker 'Ø', whereas a striking 65% of all error forms are children producing the Semi-Productive PL-marker 'Ø' (PL = SG). It seems that Danish-speaking children to a high extent produce a form identical to the SG-
form as a default when they are not sure how to produce the correct PL-form. As stated earlier these forms can either be interpreted as a repetition of the SG-form or as an overgeneralization of the Semi-Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) – we will discuss this further in the next section.

Discussion

The results of the study show that 65% of all error forms in the picture-based elicitation task are children producing the Semi-Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG), whereas only 23% of all error forms are children producing the Fully Productive PL-marker ‘soon’. It seems, as said above, that Danish-speaking children to a high extent produce a form identical to the SG-form when they do not know the correct PL-form.

One explanation may be that it is simply caused by the type of elicitation task, where the investigator provides the child with a SG-form and asks the child to produce the PL-form. The children may simply repeat the SG-form given by the investigator. If this is the case, we would expect to see the same pattern when completing the task with children acquiring other languages. Gillis et al. (2008) conducted the same picture-based elicitation task with German-, Dutch- and Hebrew-speaking children as we did with Danish-speaking children but did not find the same pattern for the three other languages – in fact there was a significant difference for all ages with Danish in the top, viz. with most SG-forms.

A further observation speaking against this explanation is that other studies on Danish-speaking children’s acquisition of the noun PL-system based on naturalistic spontaneous speech (Kjærbæk & Basbøll 2017) and structured interviews (e.g. Kjærbæk et al. 2014; Kjærbæk & Basbøll 2016) show similar results.

According to Bittner & Köpcke (2001), omission of PL-marking on the noun (i.e. PL-marker ‘Ø’, PL = SG) is to be expected when children are uncertain about the PL-form to be used, or when the lexically stored PL-form cannot be activated quickly or confidently enough in the production process since no patterns or regularities for PL-formation have been established yet. For the vast majority of nouns, the SG-form is the more salient, more permanently stored form of the noun. Bittner & Köpcke (2001) furthermore report that it comes out clearly that the search for a PL-form is especially neglected in those cases where the noun is associated with a quantifier. This does not come out as clearly for the Danish-speaking children, since Kjærbæk et al. (2014) found that 48% of the ‘Ø’-forms were produced out of context (i.e. with no quantifier), only 1% were produced in a SG-context (e.g. *en bil ‘a car’) whereas 51% were produced in a PL-context (e.g. *to bil ‘two car’).

Thus, it is still puzzling that Danish-speaking children produce relatively more zero forms than German-, Dutch- and Hebrew-speaking children in the same task. An explanation could be found in the fact that the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) is a very important morphological category in Danish, in German it occurs but it is less important, whereas it is not found in the two other languages, viz. Dutch and Hebrew (Gillis et al. 2008).

A further explanation could be that the dropping of the PL-suffix */-e/ in the distinct form [ø] often results in a PL-form which is almost identical to the SG-form, as in hus [hu:ø] ‘house’ – huse
[ˈhaːs] / [ˈhaːs] ‘houses’ and tov [tov] ‘rope’ – tove [tovə] / [tʊvə] ‘ropes’ (see section 3), and thereby PL-forms identical, or almost identical, to their corresponding SG-forms are even more frequent in Danish. Nouns which in the standard take the -/- suffix are overgeneralized to the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) 23% of the time in the picture-based elicitation task.

According to Basbøll et al. (2011: 100-103) the zero PL-suffix is strongly overrepresented for nouns with neuter gender (tables 12 and 13), and the PL-suffix depends on the final phoneme of the SG-stem, classified in terms of sonority (tables 14 and 15). Partly for historical reasons, monosyllables in Danish are less regular in their morphology and morphophonology than words with more, and in particular with many, syllables (cf. Basbøll et al. 2011: 90-93 for an example from Danish PL-formation). Since monosyllables are important in early language acquisition, we have investigated the lexical frequencies of the different PL-markers of monosyllables, focusing upon the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG). For all monosyllabic nouns (with a PL-form), 34% take the Semi-Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) compared to 40% for the Fully Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’ and 24% for the Semi-Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’. There is thus strong competition between the three regular PL-markers in monosyllables. When the final segment of the stem is taken into account, in particular the distinction between stem-final V and C is important (Danish monosyllables cannot end in /ə/ or /u/): For monosyllabic nouns ending in C (whether a glide, sonorant or obstruent), there is strong competition between the three Fully Productive (‘ø’: 38%) and Semi-Productive (‘ø’: 25%, ‘Ø’: 38%) PL-markers. For monosyllabic nouns ending in V, however, the respective percentages for the PL-markers are: Fully Productive ‘ø’: 65%, Semi-Productive ‘ø’: 6%, Semi-Productive ‘Ø’: 24%. The competition for V-final monosyllables is thus mainly between a dominating Fully Productive PL-marker ‘ø’ and the Semi-Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG).

For monosyllabic neuter nouns, a total of 75% take the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (Fully Productive ‘ø’: 12% and Semi-Productive ‘ø’: only 3%). For stem-final V, neuter nouns take Fully Productive ‘ø’ in 57% and ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) in 43%, and never Semi-Productive ‘ø’. For stem-final C (classified in the three sonority types: glide, sonorant C and obstruent), the percentage for ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) varies between 75 and 81%. Thus ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) is strongly dominant for C-final neuter nouns. It seems that the cue strength of the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) overrules the fact that it is only partially predictable, Semi-Productive, non-salient, non- iconic and non-frequent (although more frequent in child language than in the Danish lexicon).

Bittner & Köpcke (2001: 56) put forward a hypothesis regarding the sequence of acquisition in nominal PL-formation up to age 3:0 (see also section 2):

Stage 1: use of lexically stored PL-forms
Stage 2: avoidance of PL-marking on the noun
Stage 3: overgeneralization of the Fully Productive PL-marker

10 All lexical frequencies given in this paper stem from the OLAM base which has been further developed since Basbøll et al. 2011, so the numbers are not strictly comparable.
11 In this section ‘ø’ and ‘Ø’ refers to the PL-marker regardless of prosodic change.
Even if we choose to regard the Danish-speaking children’s overgeneralization of the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) as avoidance of PL-marking on the noun, the results of the present study do not support this hypothesis. The reasons are: 1) “avoidance of PL-marking on the noun” (i.e. PL = SG) (Stage 2) is the most frequent error form in Danish-speaking children in all age groups (also for the 10 year olds) and in different elicitation tasks (naturalistic spontaneous speech, structured interviews, picture-based elicitation task); 2) there is no increase in the rate of overgeneralization of the Fully Productive PL-marker with age (Stage 3; cf. Kjærbaek & Basbøll 2016).

A noun ending in what phonologically could be the Fully Productive PL-suffix /- قالب/ seems to be a reason for the children not to add a suffix when producing a PL-form. 13% of the items have stem-final /قالب/ (e.g. fætter ['fiːdə] ‘cousin’, sørter ['sɔʊdə] ‘sister’ and datter ['dædə] ‘daughter’). We see a much higher degree of overgeneralization of the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) with these items (40%) than with other items (22%). A similar result might be expected for nouns ending in what could be the Semi-Productive PL-suffix /-س/ (e.g. bamse ['bumse] ‘teddy bear’ and æble ['æːbla] ‘apple’), but this is not the case. Only 15% of these are overgeneralizations of the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG). An explanation for this could be that about 99% of nouns with stem-final /س/ take the PL-suffix /قالب/, and thus have a high degree of predictability (Basbøll et al. 2011).

According to Bybee’s schema model, the highest degree of similarity to PL-schemata should give the highest repetition of stimuli items (overgeneralization of the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG); 40% in the present study); then should come the monosyllabic neuter nouns with stem-final C – in the Danish noun PL-system they will most likely take the PL-marker ‘Ø’ – which give the second highest repetition of stimuli (overgeneralization of the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG); 23% in the present study); and last all other forms which have the lowest degree of similarity to PL-schemata (20% in the present study). If we see these results in the light of the schema theory and the cue strength hypothesis, they show a striking departure from randomness. In agreement with what Köpcke (1998) shows for both English and German, Danish-speaking children tend to repeat stimuli to a greater extent when they already resemble a PL-schema.

Our results indicate that already at the age of three years an analysis of the input has taken place, and the children have formed a first hypothesis on PL-formation. The results furthermore indicate that the abilities needed to apply this hypothesis as a PL-formation pattern have been developed. It seems that Danish-speaking children from a very early age are aware of the possibility to form a PL-noun with no overt PL-marker (PL = SG), and they furthermore know that monosyllabic neuter nouns with stem-final C are most likely formed with no overt PL-marker (PL = SG).

**Conclusion**

In order to learn more about children’s underlying grammatical system, this study investigated the principles followed by Danish-speaking children when they are to select a PL-marker among several competing PL-markers, focusing on the productivity of the PL-marker (specified for PL-suffix).
The PL-suffix -/Ø/ has a high input frequency and a stable phonology which leads to early acquisition and sometimes overgeneralization. The PL-suffix -/ø/ has a much lower input frequency, and it is opaque since it is often reduced or assimilated. This leads to relatively early acquisition, but the suffix is seldom overgeneralized. The PL-suffix -Ø has a low input frequency and it is not phonologically expressed. This leads to late acquisition, but the -Ø-suffix is often overgeneralized. Danish-speaking children do not overgeneralize the phonemic stem change Umlaut, nor do they overgeneralize the foreign suffixes -/s/, -/a/, and -/i/.

The present study based on a picture-based elicitation task, draws basically the same picture of Danish-speaking children’s PL-error patterns as earlier studies based on naturalistic spontaneous child language (Kjærbæk & Basbøll 2017) and structured interviews (Kjærbæk & Basbøll 2016). This is interesting due to the large difference in methodology between the three studies and therefore strengthens the picture seen in the three studies. Thus, these studies give a detailed and valuable insight into the acquisition of the Danish noun PL-system.

The significant role of the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) in the Danish PL-system, and its relevance for the child, has been endorsed by the studies reported here, thus it is not just a result of the elicitation method.

The results of the study seem to support the hypotheses put forward in section 5, namely that (b) the Semi-Productive PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG) plays a particular role in the Danish noun PL-system and in Danish-speaking children’s PL-formation, overruling the effect of the general hypothesis (a) that the general error direction of the PL-error forms would go from Unproductive → Semi-Productive → Fully-Productive PL-markers.

The results are compatible with single-route models and especially with the schema model since Danish-speaking children clearly do not simply add the Fully Productive PL-marker by rule. Furthermore, Danish-speaking children tend to repeat stimuli (overgeneralize the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG)) to a greater extent when they already resemble a PL-schema. All in all, we have found that Danish-speaking children show a strong tendency to overgeneralizing the PL-marker ‘Ø’ (PL = SG): Danish-speaking children seem to regard ‘Ø’ as a PL-marker from a very early age.
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